
Employees & Drivers
Being for: October 2020

Name Driver/Dept Reason for nomination State
Paul Nicdao Claims Paul is an absolute asset to this business. His attention to detail, knowledge and diligence with every claim that he 

manages is excellent. Specifically, the challenges and hurdles that he needs to manage with the JB TGG claims is unique 
and frustrating, but he always keeps a professional approach and focus on delivering the best possible outcome for ANC 
and our delivery professionals. Well done Paul! 

Clark

Julius Waras 
Carstensen

Account 
Management

Nom 1: Being a great bloke. His support to Vic Ops with Pet Circle Victoria is greatly appreciated. The account just 
wouldn't be ticking along as it is without Julius being so heavily involved and onsite every morning assisting with the load 
out and managing the drivers / warehouse. Thank you Julez! 
Nom 2: Despite of being the National Account Manager, Julius would never let you feel he is the Boss. He's managing the 
team well and made our job easy. Thank you so much Juls.

National

Kylee Bidwell Operations She's awesome. Cool, calm, collected, and caring. Utterly lives and works by our values. Head and heart in the game. Can 
do the helicopter view and get into the detail. A delight to work with.

National

Roxanne La Cioppa Finance Roxanne has an amazing work ethic. She's great at her job and she is always happy to help out when needed and is always 
willing to go above & beyond for ANC. 

National

Keiran Creed Operations With the introduction of Pet Circle, Keiran has stepped up and done a fantastic job working some very long days NSW

Leon Viles Operations Leon is a very versatile team member who is always willing to put his hand up to help wherever needed. He has gone 
above and beyond to demonstrate his true value to the team. Nothing is ever to hard for him. Great work Leon!

NSW

Mark Rice Account 
Management

Mark has put in a huge effort over the past couple of months to facilitate the roll out of a Bunnings E-Store at Padstow 
NSW. Marks application to this task saw him put in some very long weeks and he did it with the enthusiasm and passion 
Mark is well known for.  This project has been a great success. And then there is this:
To whom it may concern, 
Last week I placed an order including delivery, of an Ultimate Storage 72" 15 Drawer Tool Trolley (order number 
W103414494-1). I placed the order on Monday 28th Sept. and ANC delivered it the very next day in time for my husband’s 
birthday as requested. Unfortunately delivery was very disappointing which prompted me to phone Padstow Bunnings in 
the first instance on Tuesday 29th Sept. and then send an email on Wednesday 30th Sept. What followed was simply the 
best customer service I have been lucky to experience. Mark Rice from ANC phoned me Wednesday afternoon to discuss 
my situation and was immediately apologetic for the events that had unfolded. He took charge of the situation and kindly 
offered to replace the workbench the very next day. Mark made sure I was given notice of the arrival time for the second 
delivery and the driver politely knocked at the door to let me know he’d arrived. We discussed where to place the new 
tool bench for ease of assembling. Nothing was too much trouble. He took the first bench and boxes back with him to 
Padstow. The driver was a pleasant fellow to talk to and at all times happy to make the delivery seamless. At this stage, I 
was thrilled with the follow-up from ANC and Bunnings after what had been a bumpy start to the week. I know business 
can all have their moments when things can go awry, but with Mark’s help the turn-around to this situation was terrific. In 
addition to this and the follow-up phone call from Mark to check the second delivery had gone through without a hitch, I 
got a knock at the front door on Friday 2nd October, from Mark himself! I was lost for words at how friendly, sincere and 
well-meaning he was to again, make sure my dealings with Bunnings and ANC were only but of the highest in terms of 
customer service. He also had a birthday card for my husband and a voucher for Bunnings! Wow!! I hope this letter finds 
its way into the hands of management for both Bunnings and ANC. They are lucky to have someone like Mark Rice 
supported by the teams at Bunnings and ANC, who value giving only but the best service to customers and pride 
themselves in advocating only but the best name for the companies they represent. Thank you, Mark, for generously 
driving all the way out to St Ives to meet me in person. I know who to contact next time I need to place a delivery with 
Bunnings. Best Regards - Customer name witheld.
Whilst many ANC staff and drivers delight customers everyday, I felt this deserved a special mention. Well done Mark.

NSW

Meling Maya Operations I have only been with the company for a few weeks and Mel is someone who is very helpful, welcoming and works very 
hard. She is happy to help anyone with anything and really seems to care about her peers and customers by the way she 
works.

NSW

Tung Bui Operations Tung is a hardworking, reliable member of the team. Tung is always willing to put his hand up to help whenever needed 
whether to cover a weekend shift of come in early to help out. Great job Tung!

NSW

ONE TEAM RECOGNITION
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Congratulations to everyone who has been nominated this month.
ANC Team Members



Name Driver/Dept Reason for nomination State
Jamie Nash Operations Nom 1: Jamie steps and helps out when anyone is on holidays on top of his already busy workload. Well done Jamie ! 

Nom 2: Jamie has been under the pump in preparation for Pet Circle and has gone above and beyond expectations with 
the oncoming implementation. 

QLD

Jodi Abraham Operations Jodi has been working extra hours consistently to ensure that everything has been completed before she finishes her day. 
This takes pressure off her early morning team members. As an addition our clients are receiving consistent 
communication, demonstrating ANC's loyalty and care. 

QLD

Kaylene Sieuwerts Administration Kaylene has taken on a lot of extra work and has been extremely helpful in offering more of her time through the 
implementation of Pet Circle. Her help is greatly appreciated and has taken some stress off her coworkers. Thanks 
Kaylene! 

QLD

Robyn Harris Operations Robyn is always there to lend a hand across the business. Even as far as approaching her handy man to come onboard 
with ANC with his vehicle. Always smiling with a positive attitude to tackle her day. 

QLD

Sandra Lee Rose Recruitment Sandra has increased her hours, taken on extra tasks, (& stress), & has been doing an amazing job. Compliance & 
recruitment would not be possible if it wasn't for her tireless contribution.

QLD

Sean Glasgow Recruitment Sean has been working in this section of the business in QLD for some time now. Up until recently solely handling this on 
his own and achieving quite remarkable things considering. He is a great asset to the team and is really appreciated. 

QLD

The whole Qld team ! The whole Qld team has been working their butts off with the start of Pet Circle. It's been crazy and not necessarily fun 
but we all just keep going!

QLD

Anthony Loprete Recruitment Anthony has done a terrific job in recruiting for Pet circle and working closely with operations team to ensure we have 
coverage across all accounts heading into peak! Well done Mate!

SA

Carmel Marci Operations Carmel is a gun and an absolute pleasure to work with. Thanks for always making the operations room a brighter and 
happier place to work.

SA

Maja Knezevic Operations Maja is very organised in  what she does and always prepared to assist with delivery issues.,  Maja is polite, courteous and 
goes over and above to solve issues as well as deals with the drivers and customers in a very professional way. An absolute 
credit to the business

SA

Michael Aliferis Operations Michael is a transport encyclopedia! His knowledge of the the industry and his on road experience comes in handy 
everyday. Thanks for support everyone and being such a team player.

SA

Lauren Cank Operations Lauren is an amazing asset to the team, with the launch of Pet Circle in Victoria, she has put her best foot forward and has 
been a huge support to all the drivers and the rest of the team in the VIC Office. Keep up the great work Lauren. 

VIC

Ramya Subravel Operations For the span of time I've been working with ANC, Ramya Allocator in Victoria is one of the most Hardworking person I've 
known. She responded to emails and concern quickly. You can reach her anytime. And even you calling her  directly, she 
will definitely action your concern right away. 

VIC

Name Driver/Dept Reason for nomination State
Yama (Bill) Popal 7120 Bill has been reliable and helpful. He deserves recognition for his hard work. NSW
Sikander Singh 667 Sikander is a new driver with ANC placed into Bunnings DC. He is always on time, polite and efficient. He has even added 

another truck to the fleet. Great value to ANC. 
QLD

Warner Langford 161 Warner is always more than happy to help out, will go out of his way to do what is required to assist the customer & his 
colleagues, all with a smile on his face. His efforts & attitude are greatly appreciated.

QLD

Alan Pendleton 35 Always happy to help!! SA
Harwinder Singh 145 Fantastic driver!! Harwinder is very efficent and always attempts to solve issues himself before coming to the team for 

assistance. 
SA

Jaspreet Toor Jaspreet always brings a positive attitude to work. He is a pleasure to be around and has great relationships with all the 
team at TGG

SA

Nicolas Day 578 Nick has a great can do attitude and is always willing to lend a hand. He is a very valuable member of our fleet! SA

Ravikant Tomor 548 Ravi is very thorough with all his work and does everything exactly as asked. This month he has put in extra time  to be a 
third man in one of his vehicles to provide training to his new team.

SA

Steve Alexoglou 16 Steve has been doing a fantastic job :) SA

ANC Delivery Professionals


